
 

 

Or Haneshamah (Ottawa, Canada) congregant comments and recommendations 
on the Joint Israel Commission  (Jan 11, 2019) 
 

• Members of OrH identify topics, people talk in small groups and bring back 
information and recommendations for the JIC.   

• What are some possible applications of the JIC for OrH?  Diana’s reply: 
o Education models for adults and children 
o Dialogue models for safely talking about Israel 
o Need people to do research and to write policy proposals and statements 

• Uncomfortable with Reform’s position (strongly supportive of Zionism) and 
worried that the JIC will come up with a position that will exclude some 
perspectives. 

• Encouraged and glad that disparate points of view are involved on the JIC, and 
discouraged that we can ever have “one opinion”  

• How to have it not be the Elephant in the Room.  Wants to open up discussion on 
Israel.  

• The discussion is great.  Keep it respectful.  Statements should be representative 
of all views.   

• Many of us want Reconstructing Judaism to make the distinction between politics 
and spirituality of Israel.  It’s hard to do in the "pressure cooker of money.”  Take 
a moral view, not a political one.   

• How to have the conversation:  This is a major step!  
• Reconstructing Judaism recognizes patrilineal descent.  The law of return to 

Israel  doesn’t follow that.  Wants the JIC to recommend Israel recognize people 
who have Jewish fathers as well as Jewish mothers.  

• Equipping young people (16-35) to dialogue.  So far, it’s very polarized.  How can 
Zionism “not be a dirty word.”  Wants resources from the RJ movement. 

• Acceptance of diversity in North America.  We are “entitled” to so much. Need to 
accept diversity in North America AND in Israel.  Learn tolerance and diversity.  

• Teaching models for conversations.  We don’t live in Israel. We need to connect 
with groups in Israel   

• Supports the project “Evolve”—how to involve congregations in dialogue.  Wants 
to be “un-banned” from speaking publicly and in the congregation about Israel. 
Leadership means leading.  It’s a violation of a core value not to be able to 
engage in passionate engagement.   

• Connect with Women Wage Peace.  Wants to know more about that.   
• Troubled and worried that the Reconstructionist movement is rooted in the US 

and Canada, which are colonial settler states.  Is trying to work towards better 
relationships with indigenous people and urges that we do not forget about this in 
our thinking about Israel and their policies toward [Palestinian] indigenous 
people.  Also concerned about how Israel treats non-white people.  Has a hard 
time with Israel’s racist policies.   

• Troubled that there are APAC position on the JIC.  The Lobby has a lot of money. 
Worried that this will give APAC an undue influence on the JIC.  Also notes that if 



 

 

you value equality, the conversations will get uncomfortable. This is desirable 
and shouldn’t be avoided.  

• Diversity of opinion is so large.  Difference between supporting the concept of a 
Jewish state and the politics.  They have the right to be fucked up.  We have to 
take the idea apart from the state.  

 
Where do you want to go from here in this congregation? 
 

• To be able to say what’s in our hearts safely, without fear, agreeing to disagree (if 
necessary)   

• Speaking from the heart often is illogical—we want contradictory things.   
• Understand the nature of propaganda: Wants to unpack the meaning of our own 

and others’ words.   
• Use Resetting the Table dual narrative exercise  
• Move towards each other 
• Long-term intent   
• Create a study group on racism and indigenous rights both in Canada and in 

Israel  And then it may present to the congregation   
• Historical perspective. As a congregation we have avoided talking about Israel 

because we needed NOT to have a position.  But now we need to find ways to 
talk about it.   

• Use creativity to encourage conversations.  For example, appreciated it when a 
former rabbi read the names of all the dead in an incident including the 
Palestinians. 

• Suggests that RJ release statements or groups of statements with different 
opinions and even conflicting opinions. No one opinion would be privileged. The 
goal is to encourage thinking, not uniformity of views.   

• It’s essential as a spiritual community to say what’s in your heart.  Has never felt 
safe enough before, because of our silence on this subject.  

• Offers to lead a “Beyond Polarized Kvetching” workshop or other similar model 
for the congregation.   

• We’re entering the adulthood of our congregation.  We should root our 
conversations in shared values, being a Jewish community in 2019 in North 
America IS a political thing.   

 
 


